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TEST S IN THE NACA TW0-DIMENSI 0NAL _LOW-'.TURBULENCE TUN,Iq_EL

OF A IRF0 IL'SE GTI0N. S DES.__GNED • 0 HAV_E _SM_ALL

PITC-HiNG MOI_E_TS AND HIGB LIF_T-DRAG .RATIOS

By Neal Tet ervin

SUNNAI_Y_

.A_irf_o,&l_secltiQns tha,t have. small,_0r zero_ p.$te_hing-
moment _co.effi<cfe.nt_s.and high ..lift-drag _ratio_s have been

develop_eld...and..test._ed_: V_i_th.s.ecti-ons_.havi.ng loitching,
momentL_.,coefficients...close to .z_er.o,,.maxi_um, sect i0nlift-
drag.ratios that_ were._almost _twic:e as..gr_a-t, as those _which
have been attained._o.n sections, of the NACA 230-serie-s air-
foils were attained in the Reynolds number range from
1.7 × i0 s to _3.2_× I06. Such/characteristics are desir-
able for rotor-blade sect_ions, Ubut the new sections have

the disad_antaga t_hat they are unduly sensitive to rough-
ness. The action _ of forces caused by the rotation of the

blades on the partly stalled regions over the rear portion
of the airfoils in the rough condition is not well under-
stood, but it is believed that _th_ _action may be beneficial.
It is f_elt desirable that some/of the new sections be tested
in a full-scale rotor.

INTRODUCTI ON

Two of the most important characteristics of airfoil

sections designed f6r use on rotgr ibiades are low profile-
drag coefficients in the useful range of lift coefficients

8nd practically zero pitching moment about the aerodynamic
&entLer. The purpose of the present _investigation was to
develop airfoils with zero pitching moment_that, at high
lift coefficients, had profiie-draglcoefficients ino larger
than those usually obtained with low-drag airfoils at low

lift coefficients. The _Gaximum lift-dra_ ratio (CL/Cd)max
was used as a cr_terlon of the airfoils. The use of

- - -m x(cL/ed) a- as a Criterion favors the airfoil that can
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maintain low drag ..ai._i._h.l,.i_'f._..oo.e.f£1.eientsover the air-
foil that has equal or p0ssib!y !.ower drags at smaller
lift coefficients, This • crit_rion, in effect, places most
importan'c'el onl.the r_e.d._c_.%_oaof r.o?_or _r_file: Dower .in .tlhe
hovering range and at low for_,ard speeds. As the forward
speed increases, [_he a-i:.rfoi..l.s.o]pe.ra%:.e--ov..e.r,a much wider %

range of lift. coefficients; and, .although Io_ profile q

drags ar:e Sti_ll .des.i.r'a.hle,%he simple._c.r_itieri_oa (c_/Cd)ma x _
in itself no longer provides sufficient basis for choice
of an airfoil,

Of the conventional airfoil sections previously devel-
ooed by the NACA, the NACI _230 series gave the highest lift-
drag ratios with small pitching moments. It seemed likely
that lift-drag ratios higher than obtained with the NACA

230-series a_ir_oiIs could be attainted , wh'i-le zero pitching
moment _ was maintai-n.e6 ., by des!_gning t;he :a_irfoi_is to keep
extensive laminar_bo_-ndary layer-s in the deLsIgn :range Of
l_ft C-Oeffic-ients, i Beri_s of s:ecti_6n_s Were::'accordingly
desigmed _a-nd tested in .an att_mp% to O_btAin '_th'e highest

i if.t-.dr.a.grat i-os w i-th ze r o_P i! t_chi n g im o'm_nt,

TWo groups Of new_:airTo<ils and one'member of the NACA
B30 _sJeries _were tes.ted. Thee first -_grOup of new airfoils
c on_sisted of a _iow'drag .airfoil and modifica-tions of it.
Ti_e origi'nal &irfoil of 'this group had ,a hig_ lift-drag
ratio bdt ' a'pitching momen'_ _oo large for use on rotor
blad_s-_ " Several_modifi_cat_onS of %-he tail portion of this
airf-bil were_.mad_e in_an attempt :to reduce the pitching
moment -and, at the same time, to maizt_B."in lift-drag ratios

as high as possible. The second group in_ciude_ two low =
drag airfoils that differed only in the amount of camber.
The NACA 23015 airfoil section was tested at the same

Reynolds number as the newly de.ve_loped sections and the
data are included for comparison.

APgXR]iTUS AND METHOD

The tests of t}le new airfoils were made in the NICA
two-dimensional ' l ow_turbuience tunnei, hereinafter desig-
nated NACA LTT. This tunnel has a test section of the
same dimensions as the test s_ction of the NACi _ t_/O-_

d imensian&l low-_urbuience pressure tunnel, hereinafter
designated NACA TDT, Wh%c_ _ is described in reference i,
but operatesonly at atm'ospher_ic press_Ire. The iift and
drag of a model are obtained by the same method as in the
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, NiCA. TI)T _efer:e.nce. 1.3 .Thepressure.distributions on the
• q model.s.wer'e obt_in'ed by using a small _sth-tic.-pressure_tilbe

that c0ul.d! be place_ at. the. desired pbsition_on the airfoil
surfaCe.__. The oltChlng mo_nent.s_ were. measured in_-_.the•NACA
LTT _L..by.so mountlng_the_m_odelsL, that theywere free to pivot
•in a' ball. bearing.loc_te.d-_i.n 0n._e.wailOf thetunnel and
restrained._through _thei_0ther_al_l. by _a_ t0rque arm-consist-

ing _of a •calibrated Ste_l_ _rod_ a_cting.,in _torsion, ..In. o.rder
to allow the model, to pivot.on the to_rQue" arm, it was_neces-
s.ary• toi leave• smaiii_•ga_.s !betw_een_h•ell mod.ei ends andthe•
tunnel walls,..Thei_ef_f.ec_ts off these".end_"gaps on the "meas-

•_ired. !if.t and drag we_e :ellim,inat ed 'by' rletest ing the models
sealed to thewalls. " .Th.e..lift and d rag[idata prese nt_d_were
obtained with the mod_els "sealed to the tunnel walls_for all

models except the NACA 2"H-15 airfoil section. The data
for this model were be:!i@ved,to be [sufficiently reliable
as obtained to makea special test_unhecessary. The effect
of the end gaps on the pitching moments is believed to be

small especially because, throughout their useful range,
the airfoils had pitching moments_ that _ere practically
cbnstant : All the.data have been corrected for the finite
size, of the t,est section_.,

The" NACA23015 airfoil- secti_on was te_ted in -the
NACA TDT. The .methods of ob_taining lift and drag are ex-

pil_&ined_ in-reference i, In ord_er tb- obt_ain _pitching-

moment• data, a torque arm fastene'd to the model is used.
The tor_que _arm used in the NACA TDT' i_s much stiffer than

the torque arm used in the NACA LTT and,. in addition,
the torque arm in the NACA TDT incorporates a damping
device.

The method Of constructilug and fihishing the •models

.is exp..lained.._in,reference i. Two groups...of ne_ airfoil_s,
including the models d.esignat_d NACA _I,H'I5, NACA 2LH-I5,
NACK _-H-13.5, NACA 4-H'12.4, NACA_ 5-H, 15•_,iand NACA 6_H_15
and one member of the NACA 230 series_,.the NACA _230_15, •were
tested. The designations of the n ewly_ de_velo_e_airfoils

are .considered temporary pending the development of a more

descriptive system of designation. The first number is
merely a serial number to identify the airfoil. The H
means that the airfoils were developed for use on rotating-
_ing aircraft, The last two numbers •give• the thickness
ratio 0f the airfoil tic _ in percentage of _he chord.

.!n figure I are presented plots of the airfo_ls a'nd
in table I, the or_instels Tot _he airfoil ISeCtions. 'The
_,_A_A i H-l5 airfoil was the" b riginal 10W"dr_a_ seCti_on J used
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in the derivation of th_ _NACA 3-H-I,5 I, NACA _-H-13.5, and
NACA 4-H. 12.4 airfoil s_._tions.. _-In o_d-er to reduce the

pitching moment, the tail _'a-s swept up result"ing i_ t.he
NACA 2-H--15 airfoil section. The _pitching moment Was
s.till high. A tail extension .was theref-or_-added and the

upsv_eep at the tail was slightly changed resulting in the
NACA 3-H-13,5 airfoil section. -Fina-lly, in an effort to

increase (c_/Cd)ma x the ups_eep at the tail was removed

and a longer tail extension was used resulting in the
NACA 4-H-12.4 airfoil section. The NACA 5-H-15 and 6-H-15
airfoils have the same thickness distribution and the same

type of mean llne but the NACA 6-H-15 has 35 percent more •
camber than the NACA 5-H'15 airfoil. _J

f
• _.p

PRE i OF SOLTS

TEe. results 'o-f the tests are presented in figuzes 2
to 22. A lilt'drag polar is &iven for eac.h airfoi.1.. $,ec-

tion lift. coefficient c L and section, pitching-moment .

coefficient about the aerodynamic center Cma.c" are

plotted against the section angl.e of: ia_ttack _o A pressure-

distribut-ian curve of -_fb---"_
_Uo_ aga&nst x/c is given for

each of the new airfoils • at ,approximately the •design angle.-

of attack; is the: square of the ratio of the local
\Uo/

velocity over the airfoil surface to the undisturbed veloc-
ity of the stream; x/c defines the oositio_ _slang the
airfoil chord and varies fror:; zero at _he aos_ to unity at

the; tail Y_ figure _2 .is presented a lift-drag polar for
the NACA 5=H-15 airfoil section wi.th the nose roughened,
The charaCferistics of the v.orious airfoil sections are
summarized in table II.

DI $CUSSION

The relative importance of various desirable airfoil
characteristics depends in large measure on the requirements
of the particular design. It appears nece.ssary, hov;ever,
that any section to be used on rotatin.g-wing aircraft have

zero, or at least very small, pitch.i_g moment, Lo.w-_roffle
dra_s are desirable bu_ the profile drag cannot always be
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reduced in one range of lift coefficients without increas-

ing the profile drag in another range. The particular
_q range of lift coefficients in which low profile drags are

most important depends on the requirements of the specific

design. High values of (CJCd)ma x are particularly de-

sirable for helicopters in the hovering condition and at
low for'_vard speeds. The significance of this criterion in

itself decreases as the forward speed of the aircraft in-
creases because the range of angles of attack through which
the blade section operates increases. The importance of
high critical Nach numbers increases as the forward speed
of rotating-wing aircraft increases. The importance Of
high maximum lift coefficients also increases with the
forward speed of the aircraft .,

In designing the airfoil sections, most emphasis was

put on obtaining high !if t-drag ratios with zero pitching
moments. Sections that had high lift-drag ratios also had
low profile-drag coefficients and relatively high critical

Mach numbers at fairly high lift coefficients, iThe emphasis
on aerodynamic requirements produced airfoils that had con-
cave curvature at the rear upper surface. Although to some
users of tl_e airfoils the concave curvature may appear
undesirable from constructional considerations,_ the present
methods of construction may possibly be so modified that
full advantage may be taken of the aerodynamic character-

istics of the airfoils without paYlng too high a price in
weight or difficulty of construction.

Some of the new airfoils have p ltching moments prac-
tically equal to zero throughout the useful range of lift
coefficients. It is difficult, however, to combine zero
pitching moment with the high design lift coeflficients
necessary for high lift-drag ratios _iecause, for zero

pitching moment, the forward portion of the airfoil Carries
more lift at a given lift coefficient than it would if
there were no down load at the rear of the airfoil. The

boundary iayer over the Upper surface of a zero,moment
airfoil is thus closer to separation at a given lift coef-
ficient than is usual for a cambered airfoil with the lift

spread more evenly over the chord. In addition, because
the lift is unevenly distributed over the chord, the Crit-
ical Mach number at the design lift coefficient is lower

for the new airfoils than it_ would be if some pitching
moment were permitted.

Over fairly i_arge ranges of the lift coefficient; the
new airfoils, in their smooth condition, h_ve drags that



are appreciably lower than the drags obtained with the best
of the prewious.ly developed NACA conventional airfoil sec-
tions havinga •surface finished in the same manner as the/

10w-erag sections. Lift-drag ratios almost twioe as large
as can.b•e•obtained in the same Reynolds number rang,e with

d
th:e best of the previously developed conventional airfoil I
sections have been• obtained with the new low-drag• sections.
Outside thlis low, drag range, however, the new airfoils
have higher drags than conventional airfoil sections.

The critical Math numbers of the new airfoils, given
in table II, have been•estimated •from•the preasure distri-
butions given in the figures. Within and above •the 10w-
drag range, the critical i_lach nmmbers of the airf0ilsLwill
decrease with increase of lift coefficient. If the lift
coeffLcient is decreased• much below the value at the low-

lift end of the low-•drag range, a peak that will cause a

reduction in the critical Mach number will o.ccur in the
pressnre distribution at the nose of the airfo%l o'n the
lower surface. The new airfoils, which have the lift •more

evenly distributed over the chord than the NACA 230 Or

symmetrical series airfoils, may be expected to have higher
criticaS Mach num]_ers for a given lift coefficient because
ef the absence of local peaks in the pressure _distribution.

Th0 maximum lift coe#ficients of the new airfoils are
lower ithan those obtained in the •same Reynolds number

range with the NACA 23015 airfoil and slightly lower than
those obtained with the NACA 0012 airfoil. Unpublished
test results of the NACA 0012 airfoil in the NACA LTT at
a Reynolds number of 2.5 X l06 show a maximum lift coef-
ficient of 1.36.

In order to duplicate the low drags obtained in the
wind tunnel, the airfoils must be fair and must halve the

sa_ne surface finish in regions of increasing velocity as
the wind-tunnel n_odels had. The regions of increasing
velocity are shown in the pressure distributi0ns _iven in
the figures. Any surface imperfection, •such as specks or
waves, that can be felt by hand in the region of increas-
ing velocity is probably large enough to cause transition
from laminar to turbulent flow an eaa of the position Of
maximum velocity and thus to cause a rise in drag. A
more complete discussion of surface conditions neoessary
for la_._inar flow is given in reference 1. The drag that
can be expected from the new airfoils when the SUrface at

the nose is very rough is shown in figure 22. This fig-
ure contains the results of a test of the NACA 5-H-15 -

airfoil section with the leading edge of the airfoil
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-'o- covered with a strip of carborundum-covered cellulose
' "Scotch" tape 2 inches wide that was wrapped around the4

leading edge. A comparable test of thee NACA 23015 airfoil
has not been made; a test reoorted i_l referenoe 2 of the
NACA 23021 airfoil witi_ the leading edge Tough. h0wever.
shows this airfoil to be less sensitive to roughness than
the low-drag sections presented in the_present report.
The NAOA 2_021 airfoil, because Of its Nreater thickness,

is probably more sensitive to roughness than the NACA 23015
airfoil.

Another indication of the sen_sitivity of the low-drag
airfoils to roughness is given by the value that the drag
on the smooth airfoil reaches just outside the high-lift
end of the low-drag range. A sudden rise fn _ drag to large
values indicates sudden separation of the flb_ at the rear
of the airfoil. This Sudden separation De:curs because, at
the end of the low-drag range, the boundary .layer over the
forward portion of the airfoil changes from a thin laminar
boundary layer to a relatively thick tu,rbu:Lent boundary
layer. With the change to a turbulent blounda.ry layer over
the forward portion of the upper surface, the boundary
layer at the rear portion cannot over_come - the ,pressure rise
occurring on these sections (reference 2).

The figures show that the pit ching-momenlt curves for
the low-drag airfoils . departed from straight lines in the
region at the high-lift end of the low-drag range.

Pitching oscillations with amplitudes of about 2 o and
a frequency of about 2 cycles per .second were observed at
the high-lift end of the low-drag range for the NACA 2-H-15,
NACA _-H-13.5, NACA 4_H-12.4, and NACA 6-H-15 airToil sec-

tions, which were tested on the relatively flexible torque
rod used in the:NACA LTT. No .oscillations were observed
for the _[ACA 5-H-15 _airfoil under the same test conditions.

In addition to the oscillations at t'he high-lift end of the
low'drag-range, the N_CA 6-H-15 airfoil underwent a sudden
and violent oscillation at an angle of a t_tack of _9.30.
The NACA I-H-15 airfoil section was tested in the NACA LTT

on a rigid moment balance :that had a stiffness in torsion

much greater than the torque arm. No oscillations were
noticed during the test of this airfoil. The NAOA 23015

airfoil sectionwas tested on the relatively stiff torque
arm with which the NACA TDT- is fitted. From the charac-

ter of the lift, drag, .and pitching-mordent curves obtained
for the NACA 23015 airfoil Section, no oscillations are to

be expected with this airfoil. The oscillations observed

for some of the sections are believed to De caused by the
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rapid change, a.t.the high-lift end of the low-drag range,
from the.uns.eparated to the separated type of flow at the
tail of the. airfoils. The oscill•ations stopped as soon
as the angl.e of attack was definitely outside the range
in which a small change in angle ••of attack _vould cause the
fl'.ow to Change•.•from one • typ•e to the other. Although oscil-
lati,oas of any type are undesirable, it is believed that
the characteristics of the torque arm allowed the airfoils
_9 .:osc.-illate fo_ a change in pitching moment which would
have oeen insufficient to cause noticeable oscillati•o_s on

a stiffer torque arm. The stiffness constant for the torque
arm had-an average-value of 4 foot-pounds per degree de-
flection :. ,

..when• airfpi!s: a.re u.sed: as rot•or bla:des, the conditions
.under. which .th_ey .o.p.erate _,ill. be different fro'm the te_t I
condi.tio.ns in t.he w.in_, tunnel. For'. alllconditions of .-_

f.light, t.he boun.dary 1.ayers on the blades will be subject
to strong- centrif-uga-1 and...ae.r0dynamic pressure gradients q
and. in addition., f.or conditions of forward flight, the angle
.of attack, angle- of yaw, a-nd velocity.will: vary •rapidly. It
is possib:le that the. spa.nw'ise pressure g.radientsmay ad _
versely affect thee la-minar, boundary layer and thus the-low-
drag qualities ofthe airfoils. The •effect of yawed flow

may be similar to the effect of the spanwise pressure
gradients. The..action .of the :spanwise pre,ssure gradients
on the separated regi.on at the. rear of_the_airf0'lls, which
is present when _he drags of the airfoils are high, is
likely to be beneficial. The forces acting along the span
of th_ bl-ades will tend to make the separa_ed, flow run out
along the blade span, and..the. Coriolis forces will tend to
sweep the separated flow off:t.he trailing edge.-: The ra_idly
changing angle of. attack in forward •f.light may not. provide
sufficient time for the boundary layers to build up to the
steady values, associated with the seCtion characteristics
obtained from. the wind-tunnel tests. In forward flight,
the. effect of therapid changes in velocity over.the sec-
tions of the blades may be similar to the effect of the
rapidl_ changing angles of attack.

It is recdmmended that a rotor using lov!-_drag section_
be buil.t.and tested full scale. Such a test would, serve
to indicat_e whether the sum. of all possible differences
between the wind, tunnel test oonditions and the rotor c0n-
ditions, would be sufficient to ..affect noticesbiy the rotor
dharacteristics, Tests of rot•ors that_have 'different sec-
tions: wou:ld also serve to indicate the :extent te which
section characteristics affect rotor characteristics.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

)_ew airfoil sections that have small or zero pltching-
moment coefficients and high lift-drag ratios have been

developed and tested. With sections having pitching-moment
coefficients close to zero, maximum section lift-drag
ratios that were almost twice as great as_those which have
been attained on sections of the NACA 230-series airfoils

were attained in the R_ynolds number range from 1.7 X 10 s
to 8.2 X l0 6. The new airfoil sections, because of their

small pitching moments and low profile-drag coefficients
I_.. at moderate lift coefficients, may be suitable for use on

the rotor blades of rotating-wing aircraft. It is desir-

_ able, however, that some of thes_ sections be tested on
a full-scale •rotor to observe their characteristics iI_

actual rotor u_se and to determin_ whether certain undesir-
able characteristics, such as s@nsitivity to surface rough-
ness and change in pitching roomerS, which were noticea in
the tunnel, have a serious effect vJhen the sections are
applied to rotor blades.

Langley _!lemorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.
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TABL_ I _,

AIRF0IL-S_OTION ORDI_TATES

[Stations and ordinates in percent of airfoil chord]

NACA l-H-15 NAOA 2-H-15
-'." , ,, r ,,

_per Surface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface

StatTon Ordinate!Ststion Ordinate Station Ordinate Station Ordinat

-o.0_7 1,44_ -d-_TT -o.o42 -O.O_T 1._8 -o.o77 -0.042

•5 I: _.23_ .5 -.655 .5 2.232 .5 -°655,75 2.4_s .75 ".739 .75 2._ .75 -°739
1.25 2.93! 1.25 -.897 1,25 2i931 1.25 -,887
2.5 3._13 2.5 -t.121 2,5 3._!3 2.5 -1.121
5.0 5-177 5.0 -1.304 5.0 5.177 5.0 -1.304
7.5 6,305 7.5 -1,367 7.5 6.305 7.5 -1.367
lO 7.276 10 -1.400 lO 7._7o 10 --1.40C
15 S,916 15 -1,437 15 _.916 15 -1.437
2o 10.267 -2o .-1.453 2O lO.267 2o -1.453
25 I1.363 25 -1._58 25 I1.363 25 -1.458
30 '12,217 30 -Z.%_3 30 !2.217 30 -1.483
35 12._31 35 -1.517 35 12,831 35 -1.517
40 13.166 40 -1.565 40 13.166 40 -1.565
45 13.243 45 -1.620 45 13.243 45 -1.62C
50 93.017 50 -!.679 50 13.017 50 -1.675
55 12.42_ 55 -I.721 ' 55 12.428 55 -1.721
60 11._59 60 -1.75_ 6O 11.459 60 -1.75_
65 10.073 65 _1.766 65 10.073 65 -1,76_
70 _-272 70 -1.761 70 _;3_0 70 -!.66C
75 6.151 75 -1.717 75 6._20 75 -1.47C
_0 3.9_7 80 -1.614 gO _.650 SO -i.16C
g5 2.031 _5 -I,_60 85 3.2d0 85 -.71C
90 ,53_ 90 ,1.200 90 2.370 90 -.09C
95 -.26i 95 .797 9F 1._7o 95 .73C

i00 0 lO0 G iii00 1.750 i00 1 1.75(
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TABLE I
!

"_ AIRFOIL-SECTI0i_OEDII{ATES- Continued_ l_

Upper surface Lowersurface Upper surface Lower surface

Station Ordinate Station Ordinate station Ordinate Station Ordinate

-0.079 1.316 -0,070 -O.03S .0.072 1.207 -0.06_ -0.035
•_54 2.029 .454 "-.595 ._17 1._60 .417 -.556
.682 2.262 .682 -.672 .625 2.073 .625 -.616

"l 1.136 2.665 1.136-oS06 1.0_2 2.442 1o042 -.739
.2.273 3.466 2.273i1-i.019 2.083 3.178 _.o83 -_93_
.4.546 4.706 4.546 _IoI_5 _167 4.314 _,167 -I.0_7
.6.81g 5.732 6.SlS -1.243 6_50 5°25_ 6,250 -f,139

.9.091 6.615 9.o91 _1.273 8_333 6.063 8o333 -i,lb7

13.636 S.lO5 13.636 -1.3o6 _2&5oo ?.43o 12o5OO [I.198
LS.IS2 9.334 18.1S2 -1.321 16.667 S_556 18.667 l 1.2il
22.727 _ 10.330 22.727 -1.325 20._33 9.469 20._33 -_,215
127.273 llel06 S7.273 -1.34S 25.000 _O.lSl 2_.000 iI"I°'23_

3A.818 11.664 3i.gl8 _I,379 29.16Z 1 r0.692 _2_-i167 !_-1.264

36_364 II1.969 36.364 -1,423 33_333 101"972 33"333 il'l"3 0_

14D_909 12'039 40.909 --1,473 37;500 i'1%o036 37"5001--1"1350
114"5245_lll'lg3_ _5'_54 --1"526 _IV667 • IO'S_S _rO667 "11"399

15D'_OO 11,298 50,000 -_.565 _5o833 I0l_357 . _.833 [}._3_
5_.5_6 li0.417 _ 154.546 _Io595 150.000 9o5_9 _5_.0001 I'._i7
159'09i l 9'157 59.091 _1.605 54_167 %_39_ 5l_@167 -i'._72
L 6_,$36 7.727 651,636 -[.601 5S#333 7:150 5S.333 l i_'._6S

681.182 6.309 6_.182-_.561 62_500 5.955 62U500 "1.450
72'_q27 J _" I 9 5 5 i 7£.727 -[.467 66'667 !i 4_SO0 66%667 ,1.433

1771.273 _.TS_ 7_.273 -1.264 70.S33 l_.750 70US33 -1_392
Sl_Slg 2.S73S[.SI$ -,991 75.000 e.SOS 75,000 :i_333

'llS6'364 2"2821l;S6"5641_'56_ 79_167 l[.9S3 79;167 l 1_235
90.909 ;I1.873 90_909 lo1 83"335 ll'300 _3"333 --1%083
95"_54 1'655 95"45_ l'71S S?'500 • "735 S7"500 --.900
I00.000 1.591 i00_000 1.591 !.91.667 .325 91,667 .o5

95.S33 _l .os3 95.S33 -.35s

I I00.000 0 I00.000 0
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TABLE I

AIRFOIL-SECTION ORDIITA_TES- Continue&

}TACA5-' -15 6- -15

Upper sukface Lower surface Upper surface Lower surface

• S_ation
Station Ordinate Station Ordinate Ordinate Station Ordinate

½

0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0
.192 z.225 .8o -. 81 .o97 1.25a .9o3 -.7 s •
.4o9 1.5o_ 1.091 -i.015 .302 1.55a 1.i9_ -1.896
.861 1.973 1.639 -1.229 .736 2.068 1.764 -1.064

2.O40 2.S99 2.960 -Z.599 1.8S9 3.090 3.11i -Z.334
4.476 4.294 5.52Z -2.0gO 4.3•00 4.667 5.7OO -1.659

6.953 5.390 8.047 -2.42a 6.761_ 5._7S _.232 -1.872
9.45_ 6.311 10.5_6 -2.695 9.26" 6.919 10.733 -2.023

14.49a 7.774 15.508 -3.090 14.3i' 8.575 15.6_3 -2.251
_9.565 8.904 20.435 -3.39_ 19._l_ 9.S55 a0.5_6 -2.417
24.663 9.73_ 25-337 -3.626 24.5'h,6 10_796 25._54 -2.550
29.792 ZO.33Z 30.21_ -3.S19 29.706 IZ._ 30.a94 -2.676
34.922 10.709 35.078 -3.993 34-g95 ll._g3 35.:105 -2.g17
4O.09O 10.g41 39.9Z0 ,_.123 40,_1 I_017 39-S79 -2.9W

, 45.a9_ 10.708 44.709 -4.25O i:_5.392 1_.g34 4_.60g -3.1Z6
50.635 lO.Z71 49.365 -_.35l 1 50,S55 I1.16_ 49.1h5 -3.3_0

_55.759 9.275 54.241 -4o459 56.020 10.08_ 53,9_0 -3.592
, 60.772 g.193 59.228 -h.5_7 61,03_ 8.7.94 5_.965 -3._72

65.703 6.955 64.297 -4.5_ 65.943 7.3_3 6_.057 -4.0S5

70.575 5.65_ 69.425 -_.426 70.77_ 5.g4_ 69.22_ -_.Ig_
75.400 4,356 74..609 -4_166 75.53_ _.37_ 74,_62 -_.iI_

• g0.i57 3.09_ -3.666 C0.2ii 2.998 79.7_9 -3,762

it
I _.996 a.O03 _5.0o_ -2.79_ _4.99_ I._65 85.006 -2.931
! _9.968 1.0_7 9o'03g ,1o693 _j_o,_o_. .9_0 90.o_3 _-1.79_

1 94.983 .372 95.0_ -.65_ 94_977 .32a 95.023 ! -.706

00.000 0 !lO0:.O00 :0 lO0.OOO 0 , i00.000 0
!

E. raaius: !.b_2 L.E. raa_us: •1.42
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TABLE II

AI_-<FOIL8muTI_ CHA_RACTERISTICS

! J ' iReynolds Low- I , ' Aerodynamic m• Reynolds Critical oenter

litI , I t/c at number, Hach c% 'Chord (percent cnumber, cm drag _ Ic'm_x x/c:0.25 C_max (in.)Airfoil (%/Cd)ma x R -a.c. r_r_e i R number i ahead of

l ! , ! c/_)

1--'4:-15 , ! i .05 ,

i l I I I ,
I Io.% i !

2-H-z5 16S i2.67 l-o.oagl-o i ,l_So ;1262 1,29 2.39 .56 .7o 24 o

i I !o._yi
! I II , 0.3_

_TAO._i 16_ i2.60 '0 _ _ __-_2 ' °• . .0_I to .120[{II.20 2-9% 56 ,60i26.6 0
3-H-13.!_ I ! _ : _ i

i ; I :

_:_T-Z2.4! IS': }2.60 !-0.010 to [ .1239 ,1142 I1.30i_'.60 .55 .65i 2S._: -1.70i I t ll.OOI Ii , i i i ' I
' ,_ ,o.z6 ! I ,i

NACA 131 2.67 , 0.002 to ] .1500 ,1339 1.14 i2.67 .60 ,)4_ 24 05-H-z5 i o.77 ,
! 1i I

__c_ _ o.-3o I6-}T-15 143 2,5_ ! 0 to .:zS00s .1339 1.17 2.42 .57 .59 24 0

I t J

J:_C_ i0! 2.60 -0.005, .... i .1500 .14S6 1.52 2.60 .54 .50 24 1.25

_so:5 1 I I i
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Figure 3.- Variation of c]_an& Cma.c. with ao for NACA I_H-15 airfoil section.
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Figure 4,- Pressure distribution on NACA l-H-15 airfoil section at

c]_= 0.53. "R = 2.60 × 106 .
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Figmare 6.- Variation of cI and c_.c" with So for NACA 2-H-15 airfoil section.
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Figur_ 7.- Pressure distribution on NACA 2-I{-15 alrfoil section at
c],: 0.70. R = 2.67 x 106 .
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Figure 9.- Variation of cL and Cma.c" with so for NACA 3-H-13.5
airfoil section•
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Figure 12.- Variation of c_ and Cma.c. with ao for NACA 4-H-12.4 airfoii
section.
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Section lift coefficient, c_

Figure l&.-Lift-&rag polar for NACA 5-H-15 airfoil •section.
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Figure 16.- Pressure distribution on NACA 5-H-15 airfoil section

at c]_= 0.42. R = 2.67 x I0_.
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Figure 17.- Lift-drag polar for NACA 6-H-15 airfoil section.
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Fi&_.re 19.- Pressure distribution on NACA 6-H-15 airfoil section

at c% = 0.59. R = 2.58 × 106•
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Fi_:_ure21.- Variation of c% and cma.c, with c o for NACA
25015 airfoil section. "
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Figure 22.- Lift-drag polar for NACA 5-I{-15 airfoil section;
airfoil nose roughened.


